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GROUP 3 CONTROL
B. McGill
Group3 Technology Ltd.
Auckland. New Zealand
There are many control systems in the world, but very few can cope with the environment a particle
accelerator creates, and fewer still offer the speed and resolution required by a scientific application.
Group3 is founded on a core of products designed specifically for the accelerator industry. The rigours
of accelerators are severe and over the years Group3 has developed very accurate, robust Hall-effect
teslameters and high speed distributed control products to meet these challenges.
Group3 has entered into a new phase of product development to reinforce its position in the industry.
New products will build on Group3's existing range of magnetic field measurement instruments and
accelerator control systems. Our emphasis is on even faster, more accurate better featured and more
spark-resistant products.
In addition to our presentation, we welcome SNEAP participants to offer suggestions for features to be
included into our new products and also raise issues for discussion that they may have with the current
products.

Questions:
Jan Klug (Universität Bochum: What is the range of the magnetic field of the new Teslameters? What
is the lowest and the highest field that you can measure with one probe?
Brett McGill: We can produce a field in our lab of about two and a half Tesla and we extrapolate the
calibration up to three Tesla. But the precise calibration is to two and a half. To be honest, I can't
remember the bottom end, but we are 0.01%. The bottom range is 0.3 Tesla I think.
Lazlo Bartha (Hungary Academy of Sciences): We have the older type of these Teslameters. If it needs
calibration, we have to remove it from the magnetic field and provide a zero magnetic field around it.
Is there any new solution to the problem of calibration in the new system or longer calibration period?
Brett McGill: The overall stability of the Teslameter is going to be a little bit of an unknown until we
get further into the project. This issue of having to frequently recalibrate the meter and re-set the zero –
I'm not entirely sure why that is. Maybe you are corrupting the analog zero that is stored in the
instrument. It sounds a little unusual to me. I wouldn't expect it to be necessary more than every several
years.
David Weisser (ANU): For the three input Teslameter, how long can the input cables be?
Brett McGill: We are assuming that it is not going to be too different from the current meter which is
up to thirty metres so magnets could be up to sixty metres apart.

Larry Lamm (University of Notre Dame): We use your stuff and it has worked quite well for us. I am
interested in the timing of the three probe meter.
Brett McGill: We are looking at completion of this instrument mid next year but it may go a month or
two beyond that.
Chris Purcell (Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences): Why is your American distributor not
pushing all of your products?
Brett McGill: One product they are not pushing is our HPC technology. They signed up an exclusive
agency with a company called Syntron, from Europe which precludes them from marketing this
product.
End of questions
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Harsh Electrical Environments
The Group3 Design Approach
• Mechanical
• Electronic
• Software

Mechanical
Metal Enclosures
• Reflect and absorb EMI
No gaps
• Hermetic shield
• Tight, overlapped joints
• Conductive fingers or gaskets on case joints
• Knife-edge joints: only where necessary (expensive to manufacture)
Minimal Openings
• Conductive transparent covers over display panels
• Waveguide beyond cutoff for necessary apertures
• Cap unused connectors
• Plug or blind unused screw holes
• Push-buttons: metal on metal seal
• Metal bulkheads & cans to isolate electronics
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Electronic
Protect Electrical Entry Points
• Opto-isolators, chokes, diodes, filters, voltage arrestors (zenners &
VDRs)
Good PCB Design
• Ground plane PCBs
• Differential signal tracking where needed
• Grounded guard-bands around component blocks
• & much more…
Robust Program Storage Device
• EPROM vs Flash-ROM
Robust Non-Volatile Data Storage Device
• EEPROM (E2ROM) vs Flash-ROM
Electronic Watchdog for Microprocessors
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Software 1/4
Robust – Good Design – No Bugs
Bug-Free Policy
• Multiple software reviews and tests
• Several reviewers and testers

Time and expense to get software right is invariably less than it is
to fix it later!

Software 2/4
Protect Vulnerable Components
RAM
• Double-store and monitor critical variables
• Store and regularly monitor antenna, scattered through memory
EEPROM
• Multi-store data
• Checksum data
• Validate all data when read
• Only use EEPROM when really necessary
Soft-Configurable Devices e.g. ADCs and DACs
• Upload and validate configuration frequently

Software 3/4
Run System Checks
Run a Watchdog task to drive the Electronic Failsafe Circuit
• Interlock the watchdog task with all running tasks (if any task hangs,
the processor will be reset)
Run a Background Task to Validate System Parameters
• Check the RAM, system data and other devices

If any validation fails…

RESET the CPU!

Software 4/4
Provide Fast Start and Recovery
Streamline startup software
Detect “Warm Boots” / resets and Recover Dynamic Data
• Pick up where left off
• Minimal interruption
• No transient wrong data.

Harsh Electrical Environments
Factors Beyond Our Control

• Installation Precautions
• Other System Components
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Computer
• Type & quality
• Restrict use to control application only
Ethernet
• Don’t share network with non control equipment
• Cards: built-in or industrial grade
Operating Systems
• Windows vs Unix
Application Software
• Minimise running applications
• Remove flakey programs
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COMPUTER CONTROL OF THE ANU 14UD, SUCCESSES AND
FAILURES IN SPARK PROTECTION
A.K. Cooper
Australian National University
Canberra, ACT, Australia
Computer control of the 14UD terminal was completed in 1996 and it has functioned flawlessly to the
present day.
The mid-section was converted to computer control, using similar electronic packaging as used in the
terminal in 1996, during Tank Opening #102 in June 2006. The fibre optic link was looped through the
mid-section so that the terminal and mid-section shared the data link. The second foil stripper, in the
high-energy mid-section, had been operated with a pneumatic control using cylinder SF6 that
exhausted into the tank. The mid-section suppressor, ion pump and analogue foil position counter light
receive power from the mid-section casting alternator.
Total success in the terminal installation led to misplaced confidence in how well the techniques used
in spark protection had worked. Since no failures had occurred, the threshold of failure was an
unknown.
Loss of communications and control of the mid-section and terminal occurred when the machine
sparked during conditioning even before it had reached operating pressure for the first run.
After a brief but intense inspection, upon re-entry, it was decided that nothing could be done in the
short term. It was decided, therefore, that a limited experimental program would be run while plans to
rectify the, yet to be determined, problems were made.
The level of success in rectifying these problems, whilst promising, is still to be fully assessed and will
be reported on during this presentation.
Questions:
Martha Meigs (Oak Ridge National Laboratory): I certainly sympathize since we have had the same
problems with spark protection however I am surprised that you modified you Glassmans. We use
Glassmans throughout the machine both in the terminal and in the dead sections. We don't do anything
to them except spark protection between the controls and them. We don't open the supplies except to
take out the fuse and put in a thermal fuse. We basically don't see any failures. As a matter of fact, the
failures we are seeing right now in Glassmans is that they are two old and the electrolytic capacitors are
getting dried out.
Alan Cooper: That is a good comment and I think the modifications we did to the Glassmans is just
another example of how overdone the terminal was. We don't know by how much we overshot the
mark.
David Weisser (ANU): The modifications that we made to the Glassmans was based on the experience
that we had with the NEC version of the Glassman power supplies used on the inductors. We would get
hangups so we added filter capacitors on those and we decided to employ the same extra filter

capacitors in the new units. I think that Glassman incorporated some of those over the years. One of the
other things we have done with the Glassmans and other supplies is that we have encapsulated the
electrolytics.
Martha Meigs: We do open them up to change the fuses to ETA thermal fuses and we do put a little
epoxy potting on the capacitors but we don't put in ground planes or anything like that.
Larry Lamm University of Notre Dame): Could you talk a little bit about how you run the fibre optics?
Alan Cooper (Australian National University): David Weisser was adamant that we were going to
protect these fibres in as good a way as we could. Since we had already had the example of running
plastic gas conducting tubes up there for many years in the gradient of the machine and we hadn't,
generally, had any trouble. So as a mechanical protection for the fibre, we decided to run it in that
tubing. It turned out that is a tough but supple tubing. The fibres are run in that and in order to ground
the fibres regularly, we have regular spacers so that you don't get any build up of energy in any area.
We have bent the tube at each casting. We put a turn it it of the order of 25 degrees, but it forces the
fibre into contact with the tube at each casting twice.
David Weisser: We knew that we had to make good electrical contact between the fibre and the inside
of the tube and between the outside of the tube and the metal surfaces. We learnt that lesson with the
Allen set with the pneumatics. We took the fibre in the tube between the grounded casting at the
bottom of the machine and wall of the machine which is about a metre and a half or two metres and we
just did it in a straight run and the sparks blew up the fibres in that zero gradient region and so we had
to make that strong connection between the fibre and the tube and the metal bits all the way down from
the grounded last casting to the grounded wall of the machine. Similarly in the terminal which is also
non-gradient region, we had special clips that forced the fibre against the inside wall of the tubing and
against the local metal surfaces about every two feet. If you don't do that, because the resistivity of the
fibre is finite, if you put a voltage across it, you will get a voltage distribution along the fibre. If the
voltage on the edge fibre is different than the voltage on a nearby piece of metal, there will be a spark
between the fibre and the metal. So you have to reference the fibre to the local gradient as frequently as
possible in order to avoid this buildup of voltage and sparks. Having done that, we have had no
problem with the fibres since.
Lazlo Bartha (Hungary Academy of Sciences): The depths of the honeycombs is about 1 ½ cm. What is
the width?
Alan Cooper: The apertures in the Technet honeycomb, across the hex, would be about three mm and
aspect ratio would be around six or seven. I don't know how they make it. It is very thin metal,
probably three times the thickness of aluminum foil, so they are quite fragile.
Rajan Joshi (Inter University Accelerator Center, New Delhi): I would like to share the experience of
fibre optic damage which happened this year in the month of march in our centre. In February we had
just finished our scheduled maintenance and in March we started conditioning the machine. We had a
spark at 12.5 MV and lost the control of pumps inside the machine. On investigation, we found that the
fibre optics had been damaged inside. We found in the first section that all the fibre cables for the dead
section and terminal pumps had been damaged. We replaced the fibres with new ones and closed the
machine but again there was a spark and they got damaged. These were the new fibres. At the first
incident, we had thought that the old fibres had a life. We found two things. NEC recommended not to
keep the spiral wraps around the fibre bunch throughout the unit continuously. We also found that

during digging near our building, the ground connection coming to the building got ripped open. So
either or both of these problems are the cause of the fibre damage inside. We fixed the ground
connection and followed NEC's recommendation with small pieces of the spiral wrap at intervals and
now it is working well.
Alan Cooper: Where the tubes go through the castings, they go through a radiused quarter inch hole in
an aluminum bulkhead and we simply put through the top and bottom of the casting in one of those
fittings and twist them relative to one and other which causes them to go off on a helical path at about
25 degrees. Then they exit and go down to the next casting and we twist again. You must pull those
fibres into fairly firm contact as often as practical. In our machine, one unit is about the limit.
Stan Jane (ANSTO): We have got quite caught out in the early days of optical fibre. Everybody
assumed that they were non-conductive but some of them had carbon in them and you could actually
measure the leakage with a megger.
Brett McGill (Group 3): I have been talking to the ANU engineers the past few days and I have a
theory why the Group 3 equipment may be locking up inside the accelerator. It is related to a software
fix we made some years ago which they may not have benefited from that upgrade yet. I'm pretty
certain that is what's causing it so with a software exchange, we may be able to get rid of your DI
problem.
End of questions
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SPARK PROTECTION OF
COMPUTER CONTROL IN THE
14UD ACCELERATOR
“SUCCESSES AND FAILURES”
AL COOPER

INTRODUCTION
1996- INSTALLATION OF GAS
STRIPPER AND ELECTRICAL FOIL
STRIPPER DRIVE
FIBRE OPTIC LINK AND GROUP 3
UNITS FOR COMPUTER CONTROL
SPARK PROTECTION REQUIRED

* HE MID SECTION

TERMINAL BOX OPEN FOR SERVICE

GLASSMAN MODS

14UD TERMINAL

SUCCESS!

NO INTERUPTIONS OR COMPONENT FAILURES DUE
TO TANK SPARKS OVER 10 YEARS OF OPERATION
FUNDED BY PART OF A MAJOR EQUIPMENT
UPGRADE GRANT
MUCH RESEARCH INTO RF/EMI SHIELDING
TECHNIQUES
STATE OF THE ART MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES
EMPLOYED
GENEROUS LEAD TIME WITH FULL SIZE MOCK UP
OUTSIDE TANK

PROBLEM WITH TOTAL
SUCCESS IS THAT YOU
MAY NOT KNOW THE
THRESHOLD BETWEEN
SUCCESS AND FAILURE
JUST HOW MUCH CAN WE
LOWER THE BAR?
HMMMM?

HIGH ENERGY MID
SECTION #1
INNOCENTLY OFF IN SEARCH OF
THE THRESHOLD BETWEEN
SUCCESS AND FAILURE

BUDGET APPROACH
COMBINED WITH
OVER CONFIDENCE!
FUNDING FROM OPERATIONAL FUNDS
LIMITED EXTRA RESEACH INTO RF/EMI
LESS WELL DEVELOPED PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
DURING TANK OPENING
MAKE DO ATTITUDE, USE EXISTING PARTS OR
MANUFACTURE PARTS IN HOUSE

WE KNOW
BOATS!!!

JUST WHAT CAN WE
GET AWAY WITH
•MODIFY EXISTING FOIL COUNTER BOX
•LOCATE SUPPRESSOR POWER SUPPLY IN
NEW OUTER SHIELD BOX
•FILTER WIRES CONNECTED TO INNER BOX
•CONSTRUCT HONEYCOMB VENTS

SOME DESIGN ASPECTS
GROUP 3 TO BE IN DOUBLE ENCLOSURE OF MILD STEEL
PLATED WITH COPPER NICKEL AS USED IN THE TERMINAL
“Pi” FILTERS BETWEEN OUTER AND INNER BOXES PROTECTING
THE ELECTRONICS
RF/EMI HONEYCOMB VENTS TO BE USED ON OPENINGS, 2 OF
THESE “HOME MADE”
ALL CONDUCTORS TO BE SHIELDED
ALTERNATOR POWER TO HAVE SPARK PROTECTION
MID SECTION HAS VERY LIMITED SPACE

MAJOR ELECTRICAL
COMPONENTS
115 VOLT AC CASTING ALTERNATOR
POWERING,
12 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY FOR FOIL
CHANGER
24 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY- GROUP 3
DELL 5 KV, SUPPLY SUPPRESSOR
DELL 5 KV, SUPPLY ION PUMP

SPARK PROTECTION #1
GROUP 3 WITHIN COPPER NICKEL PLATED
STEEL INNER BOX
12 AND 24 VOLT SUPPLIES AND 1 DELL 5
KV SUPPLY IN OUTER BOX
SPARK PROTECTION TO THE AC MAINS
HONEYCOMB VENTS TO OPENINGS

OUTER BOX

DELL RESISTORS
SPARK
ARRESTERS
FOR AC IN

DELL SUPPLY

GROUP 3 INNER BOX

VENTS OPEN TO LIVE UNIT

HOME MADE VENTS
MICROWAVE HONEYCOMB

TECKNIT VENT
OUTER BOX

MICROWAVE VENT HAS LARGER HOLES THAN THE TECKNIT VENT

IMMEDIATE FAILURE
NOTICED GARBLED READOUTS DURING
GAS UP WHEN TANK AT 60 PSIG
TANK OPENED IMMEDIATELY FOR
INVESTIGATION
FAULT ASSUMED TO BE PRESSURE
RELATED AT THE TIME

PUZZLED
POWER SUPPLIES AND GROUP 3 SUBJECTED TO
VACUUM AND PRESSURE TEST OFF LINE WHILE
POWERED UP
PRESSURE WAS NOT CAUSING THE PROBLEM
VISUAL INSPECTION OF REMAINING INSTALLATION
IN THE TANK

NO FAULTS WERE FOUND

WELL !!! DO SOMETHING
IT WAS DECIDED TO CHANGE TO A SPARE GROUP 3
BOARD BECAUSE WE HAD ONE
THE DC POWER SUPPLY FOR THE GROUP3 WAS
REPLACED WITH A TRANSFORMER- MUCH SIMPLER,
FEWER PARTS
THE MACHINE WAS AGAIN GASSED UP

ATTEMPT #2, FAILURE
FIRST SPARK AT 14 MV, COST CONTROL OF
BOTH FOIL CHANGERS AND ALL HE MID
SECTION READBACK
TERMINAL READBACK WAS LOST AS WELL
SINCE THE FIBRE OPTIC LOOP WAS IN
SERIES BETWEEN TERMINAL AND MID
SECTION

PHEW! BREATHING SPACE
IT WAS SOON DISCOVERED THAT TURNING THE
POWER
OFF AND ON REBOOTED THE GROUP 3
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM WAS ALTERED TO AVOID
2ND STRIPPING WHILE PLANS WERE MADE TO REVAMP
THE WHOLE INSTALLATION
IT WAS DISCOVERED THAT SECOND STRIPPING,
OCCASIONAL REBOOTS EXCEPTED, WAS FAIRLY
RELIABLE AND SO WAS USED OVER THE ENSUEING
MONTH

THE 3RD ITERATION
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF WHAT COULD BE ACHIEVED WITH
THE LIMITED TIME AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE WAS USED
TO PLAN THE 3RD VERSION
SEPARATE FIBRE OPTIC LOOPS WERE JOINED OUTSIDE THE
TANK RATHER THAN AT THE MID SECTION
REMOVAL OF THE DELL SUPPRESSOR POWER SUPPLY AND
ITS RESISTOR CHAIN FROM THE OUTER BOX WAS THOUGHT
TO BE CRUCIAL SO AN AUXILIARY BOX WAS FITTED TO
HOUSE THESE
“Pi” FILTERS WERE FITTED TO CONDUCTORS ARRIVING AT
THE WALL OF THE OUTER BOX FROM REMOTE BOXES AND A
CUSTOM CABLE FITTING WAS DESIGNED TO HOUSE THESE

CUSTOM Pi FILTER HOUSING

NEW FIBRE OPTIC COUPLING

REMOTE SUPPRESSOR BOX

Pi-Section suppression filters, 1500 pF, 10MHz to 10GHz

NOT PERFECT BUT
PERFECTLY USEABLE
HAS SURVIVED 29 SPARKS AT >14.5M
REQUIRING 3 REBOOTS
NO PERMANENT DAMAGE
INTERRUPTIONS OF READBACKS DIDN’T
AFFECT ALL FUCNTIONS
NO AFFECT TO TERMINAL FUNCTIONS

ITERATION #4, ANYONE?
DEFINITELY, WE FEEL WE ARE ALMOST IN
CONTROL AGAIN
“Pi’ FILTERS TO THE AC WIRES
LINE OF SIGHT SHIELDS OVER THE “HOME
MADE” HONEYCOMB VENTS FACING UNIT 18

SUMMARY

UNLESS YOU DESIRE TO ADD TO RESEARCH ON RF/EMI
PROTECTION THRESHOLDS DO THE BEST JOB YOU CAN
AFFORD AT THE TIME AND, HOPEFULLY, ENJOY IGNORANT
BLISS
THE MID SECTION WAS SEEN AS A BIT OF A SIDE SHOW
AFTER THE TERMINAL WHEN THE OPPOSITE MAY BE TRUE.
THE TERMINAL BOXES ARE SURROUNDED BY A LARGE
EQUIPOTENTIAL CONDUCTING STRUCTURE WHILE THE MID
SECTION HAS LIVE UNITS ABOVE AND BELOW
THERE IS ALSO A VOLTAGE GRADIENT PERTUBATION DUE TO
IT BEING A SHORTED SECTION
THE MID SECTION SUPPRESSOR ELECTRODE IS EXPOSED
INSIDE THE ACCELERATOR TUBE
DELL SUPPLIES USED INSTEAD OF GLASSMAN SUPPLIES
WHICH MAY ACT AS FILTERS

SUGGESTIONS AND
QUESTIONS
THANKYOU

EPICS COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM USE AT ANTARES
D. Lynch
Accelerator Science Project – Institute for Environmental Research
Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
Sydney, NSW, Australia
The Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) has been used as the computer
control system at the Australian National Tandem Accelerator for Applied Research (ANTARES) for
the past three years. This presentation outlines how we used EPICS at this facility.
Questions:
Mark Boland (Australian Synchrotron): You mentioned that you run twelve IOC's on the one PC. Is
that just for simplicity just to break things up?
Damien Lynch: When we were developing it, we didn't want to have everything in one big IOC if
crashed.
Ovidiu Toader (University of Michigan): You said that the main computer runs Unix but that it
communicates with the other computers that run Windows.
Damien Lynch: We just use Linux but you can run Windows as well. You can mix platforms as much
as you want. Channel access is a protocol that sit on top of TCIP.
End of questions.
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An Overview of the
EPICS control system.
Damien Lynch

• EPICS stands for Experimental Physics and
Industrial Control System.
• It is a set of open source software tools, libraries
and applications developed collaboratively and
used worldwide to create distributed soft real-time
control systems for scientific instruments such as
particle accelerators, telescopes and other large
scientific experiments.

• Labs that use EPICS include Argonne National
Laboratory, the Diamond Light Source in the UK,
the Stanford Linear Accelerator, the Paul
Scherrer Institute, the Australian Synchrotron,
Fermilab, Jefferson Laboratory, Los Alamos, Oak
Ridge, Laurence Berkley, DESY and BESSY in
Germany, KEK in Japan, Keck observatory in
Hawaii, Isaac Newton group of telescopes.

What does EPICS provide?
The most important part of the EPICS toolset is the base.
Every control system built using EPICS uses the base. The
base provides:
• A method of defining what hardware you have in your
system.
• Ways of defining logic that dictates how the hardware
behaves, how hardware interacts with other hardware
and with users.
• A communication system that allows you to build a
distributed system (i.e. where the control system is
spread over multiple processors communicating over a
TCP/IP network).

On top of this there is lots of free software. Some examples
are
• Graphical User Interfaces written specifically for
EPICS. These programs also allow you to build a GUI
without writing any code.
• Archival data logger
• Alarm handler
• Save/Restore system variables
• Interface to Matlab and Scilab
• State program compiler.

How do build a control system?
Well basically all you have to do is:
• Define the hardware. If you use hardware that does not
already have a device driver then write one
• Define your logic
• Roll it all together to produce an executable. This
executable is known as an IOC, or an Input Output
Controller.

Defining the hardware.
• The world is defined to EPICS using a database.
• Databases are populated with records.
• A record is populated with fields. Fields are used to:
• describe the record (which aids human operators).
• define how the record behaves
• define where inputs come from and outputs go to
• Specify when the record is processed.

Defining the hardware.
• A record can be used to represent a piece of hardware
such as a digital input or an analog output.
• Records can also be used to implement logic; they can be
used to make simple decisions such as if the value of
record A is > than the value of record B then process record
C. They can also be used to perform calculations.
• More complicated records are available. One implements
scanning and another PID control. These records may
control several other records.

Defining the hardware.
• Since records can be used to perform a range of functions
there are a range of different record types available to the
application developer. It is also entirely permissible for any
developer to develop their own record types. Some of the
record types available are:
• Binary (digital) input and output
• Analog input and output
• String (text) input and output
• Calculation

Defining the hardware.
• While the concepts of binary IO, analog IO, string IO etc.
may be common to all control systems the hardware
different sites use to perform these operations is not. So
record support only implements the generic operations
that a binary out or analog in etc. would do. Such as turn
this on or off, or after I have read my input transform the
reading into engineering units etc.
• When you define a record you specify the code used to
handle interface the hardware and other records. This
layer of software is known as device support. If device
support does not already exist for a piece of hardware it is
not difficult for an experienced developer to write their
own. Many times they will release their work to the EPICS
community.

Defining the logic.
• While some basic logic can be implemented using
records a useful tool is the State Notation Language.
• State programs are useful for handling changes in part of
the control system that require a sequence of actions to
take place. For example when a switch is turned on
perform a sequence of actions, and when the switch is
turned off perform another sequence of actions.
• State programs offer much more freedom and power
when implementing logic than is available through the
basic set of records.

Defining the logic.
• State programs are written in a C like language.
• They are compiled into an IOC or a library that can be
used by an IOC. While the state notation compiler is not
part of the EPICS base it is a popular tool that is
seamlessly integrated.
• State programs are able to manipulate and monitor
records. States are generally entered and left when the
value of some record changes.

program sncExample
float v;
assign v to "{user}:xxxExample";
monitor v;
ss ss1
{
state low
{
when(v>5.0)
{
printf("changing to high\n");
} state high
when(delay(.1))
{
} state low
}
state high
{
when(v<=5.0)
{
printf("changing to low\n");
} state low
when(delay(.1))
{
} state high
}
}

Rolling it all together.
• EPICS has a sophisticated (or perhaps complicated) build
system. Basically it will produce an executable that links
to all the required libraries. This executable will do nothing
however unless you tell it what database files to use, what
state programs to run etc.
• When the IOC runs it will provide a shell, or command
prompt similar to the command prompt provided by Unix
systems or the DOS command prompt. The IOC shell
provides users a way of interacting with the control
system. It is here that you can specify what database files
you want to use, what sequence programs to run etc.
There are also commands to inspect and manipulate
records etc.
• You can pass a filename as an argument to an IOC when
you run it. This file can contain the IOC shell commands
that you want executed as the IOC starts.

How we develop and deploy
• To get EPICS you download it as source from the web.
Being open source it is free. When you have downloaded
and unpacked it you must then compile it yourself.
• EPICS runs on several hardware/operating system
combinations. We develop EPICS on x86 machines
(standard desktop hardware) running Linux. We also run
on this combination.
• We have one “live” computer that handles all our devices.
It has about a dozen IOCs running on it. It also runs our
main GUI station. We have a relatively small site. We
have another 4 support computers. One runs the data
archiving software and the other three are GUI stations
located around the accelerator.

How we develop and deploy
• An example of a larger site is the Advanced Photon
Source at Argonne. According to their web page they
have around 200 IOCs running on VME processor boards
running vxWorks, with another 20 Sun workstations that
provide higher level control and run the GUIs, data
archiving etc.
• All our devices are connected to the computer control
system through VME cards or serial connections. We
have three VME crates. There are no processor cards in
the VME crates. For each VME crate we purchased a pair
of cards: one PCI card that goes in the control PC and
one VME card. They are connected via a gigabit fibreoptic link. This is how our control PC “sees” all the VME
cards. The VME crates contain our digital and analogue
IO cards.

Example 1. A digital input.
record(bi, "powerOnOff")
{
field(DESC, "Power supply on/off")
field(DTYP,"XVME212")
field(SCAN,"1 second")
field(INP,"@ beta ffffbf80 channel 10")
field(ZNAM,"Off")
field(ONAM,"On")
}

• This record is named powerOnOff.
• Its device type is XVME212. This field tells the record
what code to use to read the input. In can be thought of
as telling the record what device driver is needed to read
interface the hardware.

Example 1. A digital input.
• The SCAN field is set to one second means we want this
record to process every second. So it will be sampling the
digital input every second.
• The INP (input) field tells the record where the input is
located. This information will be used by device support,
so what it means is dependent on the device support
used. In this case it is the hardware address of the digital
input card and what channel on that card.
• The ZNAM (Zero Name) and ONAM (One Name) fields
are there to indicate to users what the values means.
They are not mandatory. In this case when the digital
signal is off the power supply must be switched off. When
the digital input is on then the device must be switched
on.

Example 2. An analog input.
record(ai, "tankTemperature")
{
field(DESC, "Tank Temperature")
field(DTYP, "XVME560")
field(SCAN,".5 second")
field(INP, "@ alpha ffffc000 choff 23")
field(LINR, "LINEAR")
field(ASLO, "0.000244")
field(EGUL, "0")
field(EGUF, "100")
field(EGU, "degC")
}

Example 2. An analog input.
• This analog input record gets its input from a Xycom
XVME-560 analog input card. The INP field specifies to
the device support routines exactly where the card is
located and what channel to read.
• The incoming signal is in the range of 0 Volts to 10 Volts
representing a temperature of 0°C to 100°C. The analog
input card is a 12-bit card accepting a 0 Volt to 10 Volt
signal.
• The LINR (Type of Conversion) field specifies that the
input is to be converted using the Linear conversion
formula. The ASLO, EGUL and EGUF fields are used by
the linear conversion software. These are set according to
the information from the previous point.
• When this record processed it will read a latest sample
from the card and convert this into a temperature. The
temperature will be placed in a field that other records or
parts of the control system can read.

